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INTEGRATED SECURITY
FOR SAFER
OIL & GAS ENVIRONMENTS
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WHO ARE WE?
Norden Communication established itself in the UK for more than two decades, specialising in vertical
solutions for many industries. Amalgamating innovation, thoughts, and hard work, Norden Communication has become one of the unique and leading manufacturers of a spectrum of systems ranging
from surveillance, copper, fibre, public address, cabinets, accessories, building, industrial, and fire
cables.
The multiple solutions offered by Norden cater to a galaxy of environments such as real estate, healthcare, manufacturing, oil and gas, education, banking financial services, insurance, telecommunication, defence, government, and utilities. Its successful business strategies and customer support
have helped the company develop twenty-three years of distinguished growth. Norden has amplified
itself internationally by entering new markets including Europe, North America, the Middle East, Asia
Pacific, India, and Africa. Under the banner of Norden, we have elevated and elaborated our range of
solutions into Eyenor, NVS, Secnor, Safenor, and Cellnor.
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SUB BRAND SYNOPSIS
EYENOR
Eyenor is a Norden sub-brand that focuses on
bringing high-performance surveillance products
to market. Eyenor provides a comprehensive
range of IP cameras to meet the expanding
maket’s surveillance and security needs. With our
new range of products, we are one step ahead by
bringing the latest advancements like H.265+
and low-illumination support.

NVS
Another Norden sub-brand that offers state-of-art
digital signal processing technologies and Public
Address System. NVS products emphasize
innovation and versatility while employing
cutting-edge technology to provide ideal products
that fit current public address requirements.

NCS
Norden Cabling Solutions meet a variety of
industrial requirements. We provide a broad array
of cabling solutions, such as networking
accessories, data centres, fibre and copper
accessories, and intelligent solutions. The
products promise to offer exceptional
performance following international standards.
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SECNOR

CELLNOR

Secnor is a well-established brand within Norden
that has been upskilling the security industry by
assembling the latest developments in our access
control systems.

Focusing on battery backup devices, Cellnor makes
UPS and related accessories, ensuring the greatest
capacities and innovation. Its various modes, such
as Rack Mount UPS, Smart Mode, Euro Series etc.,
stand tall as an efficient brand with smart features.
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PRODUCT RANGE
BMS Cable
Industrial Cable
Fire Resistant Cable
Data Centre Solution
Fibre System
MPO/MTP Solutions
Copper System Coaxial
Cables

Surveillance Systems
Public Address Systems
Public Address Systems
Access Control Systems
Exit Sign lights
UPS Systems
Instrumentation & Audio
Cables
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VERTICAL SOLUTIONS

Real Estate

Healthcare

Manufacturing

Oil and Gas

Education

Banking Institutions

Telecommunication

Defence

Government utilities

Retail Services
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NEED FOR SECURING THE
OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
Securing any premise or asset has become easier as technology has advanced. Remotely placed workspaces and
sites in many industries, such as oil and gas, are constantly in need of a vigilant solution that monitors and protects
the safety of people and assets present.
As a high-risk industry, the Oil and Gas industry demands a solution that reduces overall operational risk, increases
productivity, and ensures and improves workplace safety. As disrupting main energy sources could cause plenty
of issues, oil and gas work sites always emphasise their overall safety and security.
Regulatory requirements for oil and gas companies include environmental protection, safety, and hazardous
materials. Therefore, the need for securing the oil and gas industry along with its various areas is a prime concern
and this can be best done with the integration of different advanced surveillance systems and security systems
available now.
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CHALLENGES

Organised Crimes
Lack of Proper Monitoring
Inefficient Management
of Operations

Trespassing

Security and Safety
Violation
Safety
Protocol Shortfall
Multiple Security
Systems integration
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SOLUTIONS

IP cameras with High Resolution for wide and
overall coverage
Cameras backed by intelligent technology to
monitor unauthorised activities
Explosion proof solutions for covering
hazardous areas

Evacuation system to help in
emergencies
Fireproof cabling to ensure connected
network
Around the clock surveillance to monitor
the areas
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Truck Loading and Filling
Area
Product Tankers
Sensitive Area

Hazardous / Licensed
Area

Tank Farm
Licensed Area

Perimeter Area
Security Guards

Main Entrance
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WHAT DO
WE OFFER?
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Surveillance Solution
Entry and Exit

IP Bullet / Box Camera
This camera extends all-in-one vehicle detection
and recognition. It keeps a close eye on the
vehicles entering and exiting the premises.
The automatic number plate recognition (ANPR)
solution instantly recognizes and monitors the
vehicles and their number plates.
The day and night functionality helps keep a
constant vigilance all the time.

IP Cameras with ANPR Smart Box
IP cameras with the ANPR integrated Smart Box
offer prompt vehicle detection and recognition.
ANPR Smart Box extends accurate reading and
recognition of number plates of vehicles within the
surveillance area.

Technical Specification
Technical Specification
2MP / 4MP/ 5MP Resolution Cameras
Fixed Lens / Motorized Lens / Zoom Lens Cameras
IR/Starlight Cameras with 60fps
Smart IR distance Support Upto 100 Meter
IP67, NEMA 4X, IK10 rated Cameras
PoE / SD Card Slot / WDR / Smart Analytics
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License Plate Detection & Character Recognition of
Number Plates
Faster Data Process
Storage: 64GB (Default) , Expandable Upto 256GB
Linux based OS
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Main Entrance
Body Temperature Detection
Camera
This camera detects accurate temperature, offers fever
scanning, and mask detection.
It is built with the latest thermal imaging system and
supports optical and thermal bispectrum imaging.
This range of cameras is designed to spot the finest
details in any circumstances and will be a perfect
surveillance fit for the oil and gas sites’ entrances.
This easy-to-handle thermal camera can ensure higher
efficiency in thermal detection.

Technical Specification
2MP/4MP Visible Lens
400 ×300/ 256x192 Thermal Resolution
Smart Analytics Supported: Smart Body Detection,
Perimeter, Single Virtual Fences, Double Virtual
Fences, Abandoned object, Missing Object, Loitering,
Running, Parking, Video / Audio Abnormality
Uncooled IRFPA Microbolometer
Built-in Mic & Speaker
±0.3°C Measurement Accuracy
SD Card Support
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Tank Farm Licensed Area

Explosion Proof Camera
This camera with its coatings and stainless steel
cases, is engineered to survive emergencies like
explosions.
Helps prevent the ignition of the surrounding dust or
gases, thus protecting the area entrusted.
Error-free monitoring of the entire premise ensured
with the camera’s ability to optimize and operate
even at increased temperature variance.
Low-light technology offers excellent image detail in
challenging low-light conditions.

Technical Specification
Dome/Bullet/PTZ Camera
2MP/3MP/4MP/5MP
Motorized and Zoom Lens
IR Distance Upto 200 Meter
Compression : H.265+, H.265, H.264
IP68 rated Camera
PoE/Non PoE/SD Card Slot/WDR/Smart Analytics
Wiper/Non-Wiper Cameras
ATEX, IECEx, CCOE/PESO Certified
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Thermal Camera
These cameras come with features like DVE, ONVIF
compatibility and temperature detection.
They can unfailingly monitor objects and detect any
abnormalities in the premise.
This camera efficiently detects the slightest
variations in the temperature present and indicates
any abnormal occurrence on time.

Technical Specification
Bullet/PT Camera/PTZ Camera
256x192/400x300/640x512 Thermal Resolution
30X/32X/37X/60X Optical Zoom in PTZ
Uncooled VOx Thermal Sensor
Support Area/Line/Spot Temperature Measurement
Rule Type
IP66/IP67 rated Camera
SD Card /Smart Analytics
Wiper/Non-Wiper Cameras
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Product Tankers
Explosion Proof Camera

This camera with its coatings and stain-less-steel cases,
is engineered to survive any emergencies like explosions
and other hazards.
Helps prevent the ignition of the surrounding dust or
gases, thus protecting the area entrusted.
Error-free monitoring of the entire premise ensured with
the camera’s ability to optimize and operate even at
increased temperature variance.
Low-light technology offers excellent image detail in
challenging low-light conditions.

Technical Specification
Dome/Bullet/PTZ Camera
2MP/3MP/4MP/5MP
Motorized and Zoom Lens
IR distance Upto 200 Meter
Compression : H.265+, H.265, H.264
IP68 rated Camera
PoE/Non PoE/SD Card Slot/WDR/Smart Analytics
Wiper/Non-Wiper Cameras
ATEX, IECEx, CCOE/PESO Certified
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Hazardous / Licensed Areas

Explosion Proof Camera
This camera with its coatings and stain-less-steel
cases, is engineered to survive any emergencies like
explosions.
Helps prevent the ignition of the surrounding dust
or gases, thus protecting the area entrusted.
Error-free monitoring of the entire premise ensured
with the camera’s ability to optimize and operate
even at increased temperature variance.
Low-light technology offers excellent image detail
in challenging low-light conditions.

Technical Specification
Dome/Bullet/PTZ Camera
2MP/3MP/4MP/5MP
Motorized and Zoom Lens
IR distance Upto 200 Meter
Compression : H.265+, H.265, H.264
IP68 rated Camera
PoE/Non PoE/SD Card Slot/WDR/Smart Analytics
Wiper/Non-Wiper Cameras
ATEX, IECEx, CCOE/PESO Certified
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Thermal Camera
These cameras come with features like DVE, ONVIF
compatibility and temperature detection.
They can unfailingly monitor objects and detect any
abnormalities in the premise.
This camera efficiently detects the slightest variations
in the temperature present and indicates any
abnormal occurrence on time.

Technical Specification
Bullet/PT Camera/PTZ Camera
256x192/400x300/640x512 Thermal Resolution
30X/32X/37X/60X Optical Zoom in PTZ
Uncooled VOx Thermal Sensor
Support Area/Line/Spot Temperature Measurement
Rule Type
IP66/IP67 rated Camera
SD Card /Smart Analytics
Wiper/Non-Wiper Cameras
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Perimeter Area
Bullet and PTZ Dome Camera

These cameras offer round-the-clock surveillance for the
premises with day and night functionality.
The motion detection feature of the PTZ camera ensures
complete protection and detects the minute change in
the premise area.
The human and vehicle classification features help keep
a close eye on every presence on the premise where
installed.
From the smart alert received from the bullet cameras,
the PTZ camera would focus on the alert area and vigilantly starts auto-tracking.

Technical Specification
2MP / 3MP / 4MP / 5MP / 8MP / 16MP Resolution
Cameras
4X / 5X / 12X / 20X / 22X / 25X / 30X / 33X / 37X / 38X
40X / 44X Optical Zoom Lens Cameras
IR / Starlight / Laser IR Cameras
IR Distance Upto 800 Meter
Compression : H.264, H.265, H.265 + cameras
IP66, IP67, IK08, IK10 rated cameras
PoE / Non-POE / SD card slot up to 512 GB/ Non SD
Card Slot / WDR/ Smart Analytics Cameras
Wiper / Non-Wiper Cameras
Auto Tracking Support
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Security Guards
Body Worn Camera

This camera comes with a built-in 4G WiFi GPS option
making it more efficient and effective for security
purposes.
It offers a true 1440P super HD video and a one-touch
recording option.
Having an Infrared night vision option makes the Bodyworn camera a very convenient solution for the security
guards carrying them.
Body Worn camera comes with a high-quality built-in
microphone.

Technical Specification
32/36/64 MP Resolution
10m IR Support
2.0 inch LCD Display
H.264/H.265 Video Compression
PoE/SD Card Slot/WDR
Bluetooth, 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, GPS/BDS Support
2800mAH/3400mAH Battery
SD Card Support
Rugged Features: IP67, 2M Drop Resistant
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NVS Solution
Evacuation System
During emergencies like a fire, explosions or other hazards
in industries like oil and gas, the evacuation system is one of the
most effective and useful solutions.Evacuation systems assist in
efficiently warning the individuals during a particular area or zone
during a fire or other dangerous situations. This solution helps warn
and evacuate people at the right time and also ensures that with
a warning, lives and assets are rightly protected by preventing the
occurrence of emergencies.
The Evacuation system, a part of the Public Address Systems which
could be employed in explosion-prone areas, includes the following
products which are helpful during challenging situations like explosions and other hazards.

Remote Paging Station/ Extender
This device comes with single, multiple area paging, group
paging, and full area paging. This device announces and
can be used to provide instructions during the evacuation
process.

Voice Evacuation System Host
This device can both send in warnings and signals during
challenging occurrences, as well as support a handheld
microphone to make voice evacuation instructions. The
host constantly detects and notifies support system
failure, emergency output, and an emergency fire alarm
input, especially during emergencies.
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30W Horn Speaker
This speaker offers superior fireproof performance
with sufficient mechanical strength.
With its high fire resistance, this speaker can be
employed in explosion prone areas without the fear of
failure during challenging situations.
It is suitable for broadcasting, paging and emergency
broadcasting in gas stations and the like which have
a risk of explosion due to the presence of petroleum
and other dangerous gas.
It is applicable to a site where Class II, T6 explosive
atmosphere exists or steam or air is generated.

Fireproof Ceiling and Wall-Mount
Speakers
Fireproof Ceiling and Wall mount speakers are
designed to fit in the evacuation systems and
comply with the EN54-24 requirements.
These speakers are fireproof being equipped with a
leaded wire case (fire dome) which is hard to burn.
The ceiling fireproof speaker comes with an inbuilt
100v transformer while the wall mount fireproof
speaker has an inbuilt 70V/100V transformer.
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Intercom System
Visual Intercom Terminal
The Network Video Outdoor LED Screen Terminal is
embedded with Linux operating system and
professional audio and video processing chip.
It supports SIP protocol for video intercom and
remote paging.
The built-in high-definition camera can be used for an
emergency call where the operator can monitor the
events in real-time.

IP Based Paging Microphone with Touch
Screen
This paging Microphone adopts IP digital network
audio technology, equipped with 3.5mm TRS Line
Inputs, 3.5mm TRS Line Outputs, USB 2.0 Interface
and Micro SD Card Interface
It can be used for one-way paging broadcasting in
the IP PA system and two-way intercom with other
intercom terminals.
It facilitates live announcements or playing prerecorded voice messages to specific or multiple zones.

Outdoor Audio Intercom
This is an IP-based wall mount outdoor type audio
intercom panel with numerical keys that help in
making random full-duplex intercom communication
to any terminal.
This unit has an emergency call button which
facilitates a one-button call to any predetermined
destination during emergencies.
This terminal also supports offline function as it can
operate without a server and can be helpful during
emergencies.

IP Based PA & Intercom Server Software
This integrated software platform can be used for
Public Address systems and Intercom systems.
Using TCP / IP technology, the system resolves the
limitation of long-distance transmission.
The real-time broadcasting and text-to-speech
function offers
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Cabling Solutions

FireNor – Fire Resistant Cables
Fire Resistant Cables like PH30 and PH 120 Resistant
Cables that ensure circuit integrity during emergency
hazardous situations.
These cables can be used for fire alarm systems that need
to function during a fire to warn, signal and evacuate.
Designed for emergencies like explosions and fire
hazards, these cables are halogen-free and do not emit
poisonous gases as well.
Manufactured within the specific fire-resistant cable
standards, MICA Tape XLPE Fire Resistant Cable, is useful
during hazardous times.

Mineral Insulated Light and Heavy Duty Cables
These cables ensure high fire performance and are
explosion-proof, being crucial during explosions and other
hazards possible in oil and gas sites.
They guarantee data transmission and the security of
the power and control circuit and remain in control even
during a fire.
These cables ensure circuit integrity and ensure unfailing
performance.

Industrial Graded Data and Fibre Cable
This cable comes with the industrial-grade PVC jacket
which is CMR fire-rated, oil, chemical and UV resistant for
external application.
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Prominent Presence in the
Oil and Gas Industry
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OUR MAJOR PROJECTS
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EUROPE
Norden Communication UK Ltd.
Unit 13 Baker Close, Oakwood Business park,
Clacton-On- Sea, Essex CO15 4BD,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1255 474063
E-mail: salesuk@norden.co.uk
USA
Norden Communication USA Inc,
2832 E. Lantana Dr Chandler, AZ 85286,
United States of America.
Mob: +1(480)221-0959
E-mail: sales.usa@nordencommunication.com
ASIA-PACIFIC
Norden Singapore PTE Ltd..
7 Temasek Boulevard,
#12-07 Suntec Tower One
Singapore 038987
Tel: +65 6589 8449
Fax: +65 6917 8977
E-mail: sales@norden.com.sg
Norden Communication Pvt Ltd.
Office # 44, Novel Office Central
#8/2, Yellappa Shetty layout,
Ulsoor road, Bangalore 560042, India
Tel: 080 4146-8722
E-mail: sales@norden.in
MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
Norden Communication Middle East FZE,
P.O. Box. 341072,
Dubai Silicon Oasis
Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 3926391
Fax: +971 4 3926395
E-mail: sales@nordenco.ae
AUSTRALIA
Norden Communication
Caribbean Business Park,
44-46 Lakeview Drive
Scoresby VIC 3179, Australia
Tel: +613 8564 8515
E-mail: sales@nordencommunication.com.au
VIETNAM
Norden Vietnam, 6th floor, Room 602,
Halo building,39 Dinh Cong Trang street,
Tan Dinh Ward, District 1,Ho Chi Minh city,
Vietnam.
Mob:+84 903 88 69 92
E-mail: sales@norden.com.sg
HEAD QUARTERS
Norden Communication UK Ltd.
Unit 13 Baker Close, Oakwood Business park,
Clacton-On- Sea, Essex CO15 4BD,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1255 474063
E-mail: salesuk@norden.co.uk
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